Division Memorandum
No. 347 s. 2017

To:    Education Program Supervisors
       Public Schools District Supervisors
       Secondary School Principals
       Elementary School Principals
       This Division

From: EMMALINDA E. DUHAYLUNGSOD, Ph.D., CESO V
       Schools Division Superintendent

Date: December 12, 2017

Subject: 2017 PROVINCIAL EDUCATION SUMMIT LIST OF Awardees

Pursuant to Division Memorandum No.338 s.2017 dated December 4, 2017, the Division of Lanao del Norte announces the awardees for the 2017 Provincial Education Summit. Attached is the list of Awardees.

For information.
LIST OF Awardees
MOST OUTSTANDING MULTIGRADE TEACHER
WIDELYN O. SANICO - TALAMBO ES

MOST OUTSTANDING MASTER TEACHER.
AIMEE P. MUTIA - MAGPATAO ES

MOST OUTSTANDING TEACHER (ELEMENTARY)
BRIDGET E. ABALORIO - MABATAO ES

MOST OUTSTANDING ALIVE TEACHERS
ANISA C. ABDULRAHMAN

MOST OUTSTANDING OPEN HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM (OHSP) COORDINATOR
FELICIDAD S. FERNANDEZ - LALA NHS

MOST OUTSTANDING KINDERGARTEN TEACHER
CLARIZA MAE LASCUÑA - PIKALAWAG ES

MOST OUTSTANDING OPEN HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM (OHSP) IMPLEMENTER
CAROLINA D. CLARITO - LALA NHS

MOST OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SCHOOL HEAD (ES)
CAROL R. BALWIT - ABAGA CES

MOST OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SCHOOL HEAD (HS)
BIENVENIDA M. NISNISAN - MARCELA MABANTA NHS
OUTSTANDING SPED TEACHER
JUANITO V. PARAME

OUTSTANDING OPEN HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM (OHSP) SCHOOL HEAD
- MARILOU C. APAT
- LEONILO B. GORECHO
- EDUVIGIS G. GANDIONCO
- SALVADOR NHS
- BANASERVIL NHS
- PLACIDA MEQUIABAS NHS

OUTSTANDING OPEN HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM (OHSP) COORDINATOR
- CHARLENE E. DORO-ON
- LORNA N. SALDON
- JEANETTE P. ANDILAB
- SALVADOR NHS
- BANASERVIL NHS
- PLACIDA MEQUIABAS NHS

OUTSTANDING MULTIGRADE TEACHER
- JHUHANNA A. MARUHOM
- MAGNOLIA C. DURON
- JOQUELYN A. GOMERA
- JOSIEBEL J. MAHUSAY
- SALIMONA T. IMAM
- CAMPO ISLAM E/S
- BABALAYA ES
- TALAMBO ES
- CABONGBONGAN PS
- CABASARAN ES

OUTSTANDING MASTER TEACHER
- EDUARDO N. PAHAYAHAY
- MARANDING CES

OUTSTANDING TEACHERS (ELEMENTARY)
- AISHA LEA C. DAUD
- JOSEPHINE L. CABURNAY
- AILYN M. SANCHO
- VIVIAN R. MANUEL
- GERALDINE T. VIRTUADZ0
- FEBY R. APAT
- SULTAN PALAO ALI MES
- MARANDING CES
- DONGGO-AN ES
- MARANDING CES
- KAHAYAG ES
- MARANDING CES
OUTSTANDING TEACHERS (SECONDARY LEVEL)

- MARY GRACE DELOSA
- CARYL SHYNE M. CULANGGO
- FAITH R. MAPINDAN
- NORLAINE M. YAHYA
- ROSEMARIE P. VILLAROSO
  - BEL-IS ES
  - TAGUITIC IS
  - ABAGA CES
  - TAGOLOAN ES
  - KAPATAGAN EAST CES

- MARLY A. ALTAMARINO
- SAMSIDAH GUBATEN
- LOURDES D. ONG
- JANICE MARQUITA
- MARIA LLOYDA A. BAGSICAN
- ROLAND B. DELOSTRICO
- MERCELYN D. PAREDES
  - LNNCHS
  - PANTAR NHS
  - LNNCHS
  - SALVADOR NHS
  - SALVADOR NHS
  - SALVADOR NHS
  - PANOLLOON N HS
  - SALVADOR NHS

OUTSTANDING SCHOOL HEAD (HS)

- MARILOU APAT
  - SALVADOR NHS

OUTSTANDING SCHOOL HEAD (ES)

- MAMILAWAN S. CALI
- FATIMA ASUM
  - TANGKAL DISTRICT
  - KAUSWAGAN CES

OUTSTANDING ALIVE TEACHERS

- NASIBAH B. LUCMAN
- SALMA MUSTAPHA

BEST ALIVE CENTERS

- BALO-I CES
- SHEIK QMAR ES
- SADMIS
- KAUSWAGAN CES
- RIVERSIDE ES
  - CALIMA S. MANGANTE
  - EVANGELINE L. TAWANTAWAN
  - HONEY MAE L. CANETE
  - FATIMA ASUM
  - SARAH MAPANDI
REGIONAL TECHNOlympics 2017

- LADY LEJVANY A. TECSON
- REY S. TONZO
- CHARITO S. SARABIA
- SHERYL CHRISTINE T. PASAAN
- JULIET M. MAPATAC
- MARIETA L. BANDIALA
- DIMPLE V. MARANAN
- ERLINDA LAO
- HANIFA M. MAURAC
- EDALYN M. OLIS
- ELLINE B. CABRERA
- GUILBERT O. CABOVERDE
- EVANGELINE YU

- AUTOMOTIVE SERVICING
- ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS ASSEMBLY AND SERVICES
- ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
- COOKERY
- DRESSMAKING
- BEAUTY CARE
- FOOD (FISH PROCESSING)
- FOOD (FRUIT PROCESSING)
- LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
- NFOT WEBSITE DESIGNING
- TECHNICAL DRAFTING (CAD)
- COMPUTER SYSTEM SERVICING
- BAZAAR EXHIBIT

• REY S. TONZO
  - 3rd placer in Electronics
  - Products Assembly and Services
  - Regional Technolympics

• SHERYL CHRISTINE T. PASAAN
  - 3rd placer in Cookery
  - Regional Technolympics on Dec. 6-7, 2017 at Opol National Secondary Technical School, Opol, Mis. Or.
DEPEDNOMICS 2017

- Kween Liz M. Tangian
  - Tubod Central
  - Sales Inventory
- Ma. Rolileth D. Velarde
  - Saaavedra ES
  - Table Setting & Skirting
- Edith C. Galo
  - Kapatagan Central
  - Invented Snacks
- Marigen H. Babanto
  - Malingao CS
  - Asexual Propagation
- Marivic T. Bentio
  - Baroy CES
  - Dish Gardening
- Julieto R. Yangyang
  - Kolambugan CS
  - Photographic Silk
- Maria Elisa P. Alindong
  - Kapatagan CES
  - Agro-Trade Fair
- Mirasol M. Ancis
  - Maranding CS
  - Flower Arrangement
- Rhenanttee A. Dalson
  - Maranding CS
  - Tie Dye

SUSTAINABLE & ECO-FRIENDLY SCHOOLS

SECONDARY SCHOOLS
- Danilo C. Anticamara
  - Baloi NHS
- Bienvenida M. Nisnisan
  - Marcela T. Mabanta NHS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
- MARIFE B. VICOY
- NOR-AMILLEE A. SANGGACALA
- JOSEPHINE C. IGNACIO
- TUBOD CS
- SULTAN PALAO ALI MES
- MARANDING CES

MOST OUTSTANDING SCHOOL SPORTS COACH
- NORWIN PALAO
  - LNNCHS
  - LAWN TENNIS

OUTSTANDING SCHOOL SPORTS COACH
- EDWIN H. BERONDO
  - ARCHERY (LNNCHS)
- JOHN ANTHONY G. LOMOSAD
  - ARCHERY (LNNCHS)
- SHAREEF D. MACAPAAR
  - ARNIS (MATUNGAO NHS)
- JULIE C. MAROHOM
  - LAWN TENNIS (TUBOD CES)
- MYRA LUNA ROSORNOBLE
  - LAWN TENNIS (KAPATAGAN NHS)
- FILOMENA S. MENDIOLA
  - PARA GAMES (MARANDING CES)

BEST PRACTICES AWARD (ICT)

DIVISION LEVEL FINALIST
- WILMAR C. MONDIDO
  - TALAMBO ES
- EDALYN M. OLIS
  - LNNCHS
- ZENIA S. CLAM
  - DALAMA CES
- CIELO S. ENRICOSO
  - PLACIDA MEQUAIBAS NHS
- MARY JOY R. TYMICOKOLAMBUGAN CS

DIVISION ICT REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE 1ST REGIONAL ICT SUMMIT
- WILMAR C. MONDIDO
  - ICT FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING
  - TALAMBO ES
- EDALYN M. OLIS
  - ICT FOR GOVERNANCE
- LNNCHS
  - ZENIA S. CLAM
    - ICT FOR LA SESSION
    - DALAMA CES

**1st Regional ICT Summit Winners**

- WILMAR C. MONDIDO
  - ICT FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING
  - 2nd PLACE
- ZENIA S. CLAM
  - ICT FOR ICT LAC SESSION
  - 2nd PLACE

**Gulayan Sa Paaralan Best Implementer**

**Elementary**

- 1st Place: MAHAYAHAY ES
- 2nd Place: KAPATAGAN EAST CES
- 3rd Place: SALVADOR CES

**Secondary**

- 1st Place: BINUNI-DEMOLOGAN NHS
- 2nd Place: TEOFILA QUIBRANZA NHS
- 3rd Place: TAGUITIC IS

**Gulayan Sa Tahanan**

- PEREZ FAMILY
  - LEMONCRETE, MAGSAYSAY

**SBFP 2016-2017 Best Implementers**

- 1st Place: MIGUELA POGOY
SMALL SCHOOL CATEGORY

1ST PLACE: DON JUAN DIAZ ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2ND PLACE: SALONG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3RD PLACE: DATU BIBIT DALUG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
4TH PLACE: FAUSTO ALVIA MEMORIAL ES
5TH PLACE: BAGONG DAWIS ES

MOST FUNCTIONAL SCHOOL LRMDS CENTER SECONDARY LEVEL

LARGE CATEGORY 1ST PLACE: SULTAN NAGA DIMAPORO MIS
2ND PLACE: GERONIMA CABRERA NHS
3RD PLACE: PLACIDA MEQUIABAS NHS
4TH PLACE: SALVADOR NHS
5TH PLACE: KAPATAGAN NHS

BRIDGET E. ABALORIO – 2ND PLACE
BEST POSTER PRESENTATION
CHILD PROTECTION CATEGORY
REGIONAL RESEARCH CONGRESS
DYNASTY COURT HOTEL, CDO CITY
NOVEMBER 15-16, 2017

OUTSTANDING ALTERNATIVE LEARNING SYSTEM TEACHER

- JENNIFER S. PATRON
- CELITO A. GALAGNARA
2ND PLACE: BALILI CENTRAL SCHOOL
          CABASARAN PRIMARY SCHOOL
3RD PLACE: MALINGAO CENTRAL SCHOOL

REGIONAL TAGISAN NG TALENTO SA FILIPINO
- MI-AMOR M. RECLA
  - COACH
  - 2ND PLACER

METROBANK MTAP DEPED MATH CHALLENGE INDIVIDUAL CATEGORY
- REY Q. GARCILLANOSA
  - COACH OF 2ND PLACER
  - REGIONAL LEVEL

2017 REGIONAL FESTIVAL OF TALENTS
- WILSON R. BEGORNIA
  - CHAMPION – COACH
  - BAYLE SA KALYE
- GENEVIE C. NOVAL
  - CHAMPION – COACH
  - BAYLE SA KALYE
- EARL M. TOLERO
  - COACH – 2ND PLACE
  - SINELIKSIK
- TERESITA D. LANZADERAS
  - COACH – 3RD PLACE
  - SULATANGHAL

SEARCH FOR THE MOST FUNCTIONAL SCHOOL LRMDS CENTER
ELEMENTARY – LARGE CATEGORY –
1ST PLACE: TUBOD CENTRAL SCHOOL ELEMENTARY